NEW EASY CAMP SLEEPING BAGS ADD EVEN MORE GREAT VALUE SCANDI APPEAL
Camping, travelling, at outdoor events or on weekend visits
to family and friends – if you need to stay out overnight then
Easy Camp aims to offer a selection of reliable, warm sleeping
bags that ooze appeal and offer great value for money. And
2019 sees the Scandi brand bring out two new ranges and
funky children’s bags to provide even more choice to ensure
you get a good night’s sleep.
The Astro rectangular sleeping bag delivers versatile entry
level performance that’s ideal for new campers. The
polyester fibre insulation is held in a smart polyester shell
with the inner lining brushed for next-to-skin comfort, and it
is rated for two to three season use.

Red – and is supplied with a stuff sack.

The 1,250g Astro (pictured right) measures 210cm x
75cm with a body length of 195cm and features an
auto-lock two-way zip, allowing ventilation options
and the ability to open fully for use as a duvet or
comforter. It comes in two colour options – Black and

Cosy comfort is enhanced by the mummy design with snug-fitting hood of the 1,300g
Callisto sleeping bag (pictured below left) that offers plenty of style thanks to the embossed
ripstop polyester. The brushed polyester lining supplies next-to-skin comfort and the
polyester hollowfibre insulation makes them ideal for two-to three season camping trips.
Measuring 210g x 80cm, with a body length of 190cm, the Callisto is packed with
features, the auto-lock two-way zip allows two Callisto sleeping bags to be zipped
together to form a double. The Callisto comes in Blue and Grey.
Striking prints and simple style make the popular range of Image
Kids sleeping bags ideal for one to two season camping,
sleepovers and outdoor events. Children love the fun designs with
their bright colours and humour combined with the brushed
polyester lining and warm polyester fibre insulation for cosy
comfort. The duvet style is enhanced by the full-length,
two-way, open-ended zip allowing the sleeping bag to
be opened as a comforter. New images include Cuddly
Koala and Sleepy Stargazer (both pictured right).
The new sleeping bags join the existing, popular ranges that
include easy care travel sheets. These add comfort as well as
convenience, reducing the need for campers and travellers to wash their
sleeping bags.
For further information about Easy Camp sleeping bags and mats, including RRPs
and details of your nearest Easy Camp dealer, visit easycamp.com
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Editor’s notes
High resolution and web images for use with this press release can be downloaded from Dropbox
using the following link https://bit.ly/2PpHbVC The usual Oase Outdoors ApS copyright applies.
Easy Camp is a registered trademark.
RRP: Astro Black and Red £30.99: Callisto Blue and Grey £33.99: Image Kids £28.99
Temperature and season ratings – All our adult sleeping bags are tested to EN13537. To determine
temperature limits of sleeping bags objectively, the European Standard EN13537 on requirements
for sleeping bags specifies the use of a computer-controlled thermal manikin similar in shape and
size to the human body. A sleeping bag containing a manikin is placed inside a temperaturecontrolled climate chamber and tested in accordance with a prescribed procedure to determine the
thermal insulation properties of the bag.
Recommended temperature limits are based on the insulation properties measured and on
knowledge of how the human body reacts to thermal conditions during sleep. (All double bags are
tested with one manikin only and therefore the temperatures are most likely to be different from
the one stated if two people are using the bags).
On each of our sleeping bags we quote the recommended temperature ratings for the following:
Tcomfort – lower comfort limit in standard use (woman)
Tlimit – lower limit when curled up in standard use (man)
Textreme – lowest extreme temperature for survival (woman)
Astro – Tcomfort 9˚C, Tlimit 5˚C, Textreme -8˚C
Callisto − Tcomfort 5˚C, Tlimit 0˚C, Textreme -15˚C
We also give every Easy Camp sleeping bag a season rating as a rough guide to its potential use.
These are:
Season 1 For use in the summer months only
Season 2 For use from late spring through to early autumn
Season 3 For use from early spring through to early autumn
Season 4 For use throughout all seasons but more suited to colder conditions
Full product specifications, RRPs and details of nearest retailer can be found on the Easy Camp
website, easycamp.com
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